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Chapter 481 

In the hall on the first floor, there was a sound of high-heeled shoes knocking on the floor. 

Qiao Xin also immediately turned back after hearing the voice, looking at the beautiful woman who 

came to her in front of her. She stopped her movements in her hands. 

At this time, Su Molly can clearly see Qiao Xin's face, which seems to have traces that are not in line with 

her age. If I remember correctly, Qiao Xin seems to be about the same age as Yun Muxin, but now she 

seems to be more honest than Yun Muxin. 

Qiao Xin seems to be used to staring at her face every day. They all want to get comfort from her and 

prove that they are older than them. But now this one seems to have incredible after seeing his own 

appearance. Qiao Xin hasn't seen her, but seeing her in a formal dress should have passed the meeting! 

"What can I do for you, miss?" 

Qiao Xin's voice is a little hoarse. Su Moli frowns. How can Yun Yiyan get together with such people? Is it 

silly to divorce Qiao Wei for such goods! And Su Molly can't see anything similar to Qiao Wei from her 

face. Qiao Xin's eyes do not have a look, a look is a very hard life. 

On second thought, she was once famous. The second Miss Qiao should have been a famous figure at 

that time, but now she is down and out! So at the beginning, she must not be the way she is now. 

Otherwise, Yun Yiyan's eyes must be blind, so she would like to see her like this. If you look good, you 

can do it. If she is now, even if she is thrown to beggars, she has no such interest. 

See Su molli did not speak, Qiao Xin also did not intend to ask for trouble. Maybe people are just curious 

to see her. Qiao Xin dare not continue to delay time, or else will be criticized later. 

"Qiao Xin." Su Molly opens her mouth. 

Sure enough, Qiao Xin raised her head again and looked at Su molli when she heard her calling herself. 

"Do you know me?" 

"Not really." Su Molly replied. "Just heard about you." 

Qiao Xin's heart was tight, thinking that the woman in front of her would not be a woman of any man 

before. Now come and find her trouble! "I'm sorry, I don't know you!" With that, Qiao Xin wants to go 

away immediately. 

Su Molly narrowed her eyes. "I didn't expect that you would want to escape." 

"I don't know what you're talking about!" Qiao Xin answers. 

See Qiao Xin to go, Su Molly immediately blocks her way. "I have something to say to you." 

"Miss, I just said I didn't know you." Qiao Xin answers. 

"Yun Yiyan!" Su Moli said three words, and sure enough, she succeeded in stopping Qiao Xin. It seems 

that in Qiao Xin's heart there is still yunyiyan's position. Aware of this, Su Molly's heart is not happy! 
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Qiao Xin looked at Su Moli and asked nervously, "what's wrong with Yi Yan?" 

"I think I've made the right bet." Said Su Molly. "Do you still like Yun Yiyan?" 

After Qiao Xin heard Su molli's words, she carefully looked at Su molli in front of her this time. "You 

are..." 

"Yun Yiyan's fiancee!" Su Molly replied. She said that was actually selfish. The more this time, the more 

Su Mo Li wanted to correct her name, even if Yun Yiyan didn't say so. 

When Qiao Xin heard Su Moli's words, she felt uncomfortable. There seems to be no comparison 

between herself and her. She looked so young and energetic, with a beautiful face. She was dressed and 

had a good family background. Although I feel sad, it is also a good thing to see that Yun Yiyan can find 

his own happiness. 

"Congratulations After a while, Qiao Xin found her voice. 

"I thought you'd be angry and talk hard to me!" Su Mo Li also did not give Qiao Xin face, also speak with 

some impolite tone. 

Qiao Xin droops her eyes and makes some self mockery at the corners of her mouth. "If I'm still the 

second lady of Qiao's family, I'll definitely fight with you. Unfortunately, I'm not anymore. And I don't 

deserve him now! How could Yun Yiyan like a woman who was once insane and dissolute? I've also been 

addicted to drugs, and I've been put on by many sick men. I'm so dirty myself! How could Yun Yiyan like 

it? " 

Su Molly listened to Qiao Xin's words, and her heart felt creepy. She once thought that she had seen the 

worst thing, but Qiao Xin's life was more wonderful than her own experience. As expected, she has the 

demeanor of the second Miss Qiao family! 

"Scared?" Qiao Xin felt speechless when she said it. In retrospect, she really felt brave in the past! 

Su Mo Li is not scared, too much is surprise. She didn't expect Qiao Xin to have such an experience. 

"Your life is wonderful." 

"It's not a brilliant thing like this." Qiao Xin answers. In fact, it is also the first time for her to tell other 

people these secrets that have been deeply buried in her heart. She doesn't know how, and her mood is 

relaxed a lot. 

Su Molly sympathizes with Qiao Xin. Although she has done all the bad things in the past, she chooses to 

continue to live. It also takes a lot of courage. Su Mo Li also somewhat understood why Huo Dongyang 

arranged her to work here.Qiao Xin looked at Su Moli and said, "take good care of Yi Yan in the future. If 

it had not been framed by me, or now he would not bear that name 

"You set him up?" Sammy catches the point. 

Qiao Xin nodded. "Yes, it was I who drugged him on purpose, so we had a relationship. And I also use 

the fact that he and my sister are at odds, instigate their relationship step by step, and even force them 

to divorce. " 

"You really..." 



"It's really bad, isn't it? Soon I got my revenge. I didn't know I was going to get pregnant. As a result, I 

committed suicide in order to marry Yi Yan, so... " 

Qiao Xin's words can be said to be funny, but Su Moli has also known the following things. If you want to 

save her, the child must not be able to keep it! So there are other rumors that Yun Yiyan forces Qiao Xin 

to do the stream of people. 

"Why do you suffer so much?" Said Su Molly, frowning. 

"Yes! I didn't think so. Yun Yiyan is the first one I really love, so I try my best to get him! " Qiao Xin 

answers. But in the end, she paid for everything. 

Su Moli looks at Qiao Xin, and she can understand all these things in her heart. But she used the wrong 

method, which would only push Yun Yiyan further and further. 

Qiao Xin looks at Su Molly again. "I used to think that Yun Yiyan would be with Jian LAN. At that time, he 

had a serious car accident. I secretly went to see him. At that time, people who accompanied him said 

that Jian LAN 

"I will be the only one around Yun Yiyan in the future." Su Moli rightfully declared her sovereignty over 

Yun Yiyan. 

Qiao Xin nodded. "Take good care of him. He is really a very good man, you should know how to cherish 

it 

Su Moli didn't expect that in addition to herself, there was a woman who knew Yun Yiyan so well that 

she felt a bit uncomfortable. 

"Jasmine!" Behind him came Huo Dongyang's voice. 

Chapter 482 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's voice, Su Moli and Qiao Xin turn back at the same time. 

Huo Dongyang came to them, his eyes first fell on Qiao Xin's body, then looked at Su Moli, "how did you 

get off?" Huo Dongyang just saw their appearance and seemed to have been chatting for a long time. He 

also believes that Su Moli is a man of propriety and should not stimulate Qiao Xin. 

"Mr. Huo, I'll be busy first." Qiao Xin left with the tools and the bucket. 

Seeing Qiao Xin leave in a hurry, Su molli even has no chance to stop her. She looked at Huo Dongyang, 

"Uncle Huo, people are scared away by you!" 

"Let's go!" Huo Dongyang obviously doesn't want to stay here for a long time. 

Su Molly looks back at Qiao Xin's direction, then takes back her eyes to keep up with Huo Dongyang's 

steps. 

It's very quiet on the bus, which makes Su Mo Li a little unaccustomed. She watched Huo Dongyang 

carefully, and she also wanted to find a chance to speak. But it seems that this is not the right time, so 

Molly lowers her head again. 
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Huo Dongyang's voice also came at this time. "What do you want to ask me?" 

"Did Qiao Xin really do so many bad things before?" Su Mo Li seizes the opportunity to ask. 

Huo Dongyang put down the document in his hand. He looked up at Su Moli: "you should want to know 

more about her and Yun Yiyan?" 

"Hey, hey..." Su Molly also has some unnatural smile on her face. It was Huo Dongyang, who knew his 

mind even though he didn't look at his expression. Yes, she just wants to know about Qiao Xin and Yun 

Yiyan. 

Huo Dongyang looks back on the past things, and seems to be a little fuzzy. "Qiao Xin and Yun Yiyan are 

both wrong." 

"Did Yun Yiyan like Qiao Xin?" This is what Su Molly wants to know most, and it's also the one that cares 

most. 

"You're going to ask him about that." Huo Dongyang replied. In fact, from Huo Dongyang's point of view, 

yunyiyan has a little affection for Qiao Xin! Otherwise, that would not have happened. 

Suddenly, Su Molly sighed loudly. "My heart is so tired! Yun Yiyan has had so many women in the past, 

and he is the only man I have. It seems to be unfair 

Huo Dongyang smiles, "what? Do we have to compare who is more and who is less? " 

"No Su Molly said so, but in her heart she cared so much. Who let him love Yun Yiyan so much, so the 

one who fell in love with first is doomed to be hard! 

Huo Dongyang is also out of comfort Su Moli, "but it is the first time I saw Yun Yiyan pay so much for a 

woman. You should feel honored! " 

"So does Yun Yiyan really like me?" Su Molly's emotions come and go quickly. 

"In our opinion, it should be so!" Huo Dongyang replied. 

At this time, Huo Dongyang's mobile phone rang. He picked up his mobile phone and looked at it. It was 

a picture sent by Qin Hao. In the photo, Qin Hao is sitting by the bed with baby Hao and Jian LAN in his 

arms, while Yun Yiyan, Jason and John are standing next to him. It seems that they are all very happy. 

Then he saw Qin Hao's attached text, "my son was born!" 

Huo Dongyang smiles. He hands the mobile phone to Su Moli. "Look." 

Su Molly saw the photo on Huo Dongyang's mobile phone and her eyes widened immediately. "Uncle 

Qin's child is born!" With that, Su molli also saw Yun Yiyan's figure. She reached out to meet Yun Yiyan in 

the photo. It was the first time I saw him in two months. Seeing him so calmly appear in front of Jian 

LAN and Qin Hao, Su Moli is also happy for him, proving that he has given up. 

Huo Dongyang did not interrupt Su Molly. He looked down at the document again. Su Molly looked at it 

for a long time before she was willing to return her mobile phone to Huo Dongyang. "Uncle Huo, you 

can also send me this picture!" 



"Good!" Huo Dongyang forwarded it to Su Moli. 

Su Molly looks at her mobile phone photo, her mouth slightly raised. "Yun Yiyan is really handsome!" 

"I heard that Yun Yiyan almost entered the entertainment industry at the beginning." Huo Dongyang 

said casually. 

"Is it?" Su Molly's eyes widened, but he didn't. Or now she's going to compete with thousands of 

women. 

At this time, Su Molly's mobile phone also vibrates, and then the set special bell rings. Su Moli also 

looked at the caller ID on her mobile phone in disbelief. Yun Yiyan finally called herself! For two months, 

he finally called himself. 

Joy and excitement at the same time, Su Mo Li's tears also flow out, she even cried out loud, waiting for 

such a long time, the pain in her heart only know. 

Huo Dongyang saw such a sudden change, he quickly handed Su Molly a paper towel, "hurry up and 

then ah!" 

But Su Mo Li just cried and forgot to answer the phone. Huo Dongyang reached for Su Molly's mobile 

phone and said, "Hello!" 

Yun Yiyan seems surprised to hear Huo Dongyang's voice. "Huo Dongyang?" 

"Well, it's me!" 

When Yun Yiyan still wants to talk, he hears Su Moli's cry. "Why is Su Molly crying?" 

"She cried with joy Huo Dongyang replied faintly. He gave Su Molly a look. "If you don't, you'll hang up 

there."Su Molly grabs her cell phone as soon as she hears it. "Yunyiyan, you are willing to call me at 

last!" she cried 

"So excited?" Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

"Yes! I miss you so much! When can you come back? " Su Moli expresses her miss for Yun Yiyan. 

"It's going to take a while to wait." Yun Yiyan replied. "Qin Hao's child was born, and he arranged a 

vacation here." 

Su Mo Li Du mouth, "no one can take over this position?" 

"I'll be back as soon as possible." Yun Yiyan seems to have a little bit of heart to let Su Moli wait too 

long. 

"Well, you must come back early." 

Then two people also talked about other things, people in love seem to have endless topics to talk 

about. Later, Yun Yiyan seemed to have something to do, so he ended the call. 

Huo Dongyang saw Su Molly's appearance and said with a smile: "happy now!" 



"If Uncle Huo asked Yun Yiyan to come back earlier, I would be more happy. It will be my birthday in a 

few days. I hope to have a birthday with Yun Yiyan. " 

Huo Dongyang thought for a moment, "this seems impossible! After all, it's busy there now. " 

"Well! I know it's impossible Of course Jasmine doesn't know. "Then I hope Yun Yiyan will call me that 

day and say happy birthday to me!" 

A few days later, Sammy's birthday. 

When Su Molly was at work, someone brought a bunch of red roses. Su Mo Li signs for it in a muddle 

headed way. She sees a small card in the bouquet and fantasizes that it is sent by Yun Yiyan. 

But when I saw the card, the whole person was a little lost. It's from Ryan. Su Jasmine puts flowers on 

the table in general. 

At this time, it's noisy outside the office. Su Molly frowned and went out to see everything in front of 

her. She blinked her eyes. It seemed that she couldn't believe what she saw in front of her. The man 

standing with a big bunch of flowers was 

"I'm back." 

Chapter 483 

Hearing this familiar voice, Su Moli's eyes are covered with a layer of fog, and she just stares at the cloud 

Yiyan standing not far away. 

Gradually, her sight became blurred. However, Su Moli saw Yun Yiyan walking towards her with the big 

flowers in her arms. Until Yun Yiyan came to her, Su Moli didn't feel how big the flowers were. She was 

just as tall as herself. 

"Why are you crying again?" The voice of Yun Yiyan floats into Su Mo Li's ear. 

Su Molly knew that she didn't try her best. She reached out and wiped her tears away. At this time, she 

can see clearly the appearance of Yun Yiyan. He looks a little tired and his eyes are bloodshot. "Why are 

you here?" 

"A surprise for you." Yun Yiyan said with a smile. "This is for you." 

Only then did Su Molly really look at the bunch of flowers, "this..." 

"You women love 999 the most." Yun Yiyan replied. 

Although Su has heard of 999 roses before, this is the first time that she has seen them with her own 

eyes. She looked up at Yun Yiyan and asked incredulously, "for me?" However, she could only ask in her 

heart. "Do you know what that means?" 

"Well!" Yun Yiyan nods. He looked at Su Molly, and she was able to move her body. He had some 

difficulty holding it by himself. "But I think I'll take it first." 

"Give it to me." Su Molly knew that the flowers were very heavy, but since they were given to herself, 

she would certainly take them by herself. 
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"Are you sure?" Yun Yiyan asked again. 

So Molly nodded and reached over. "I'm sure." 

When Yun Yiyan hears Su Moli's words, he directly hands the flowers to Su Moli. When he saw Su Molly 

holding her hand, he laughed and suddenly let go. As a result, Su Mo Li has been holding flowers back 

several steps. 

So Molly really felt the weight of the flower. She immediately tried to stabilize her body. Only when you 

stand firm can you breathe a sigh of relief. As soon as she raised her eyes, she saw the smile on the 

corner of her mouth. "You mean it." 

Yun Yiyan shook his head, "I haven't. I just said I'll take it. You said you would take it yourself 

"Bully people!" Su Moli stares at Yun Yiyan. 

Yun Yiyan looked at the time with a smile, "are you going to leave work?" 

"I still have some things to deal with. Maybe we'll have to wait. " Su Molly replied. She's a novice now, 

and she's certainly not that quick. 

After hearing this, Yun Yiyan nodded his head. "In that case, I'll go first." 

"Ah..." Su Molly immediately frowned, "do you have a boyfriend like you? I won't say it in a moment. " 

Yun Yiyan's face was suddenly enlightened. He looked at Su Moli and asked, "is there such a thing? I 

really don't know! " 

When Su Molly heard this, her heart sank. She did not know whether Yun Yiyan really did not know or 

pretended not to know. So the tone of speaking also has a heavy sense of loss. "You haven't waited for a 

woman before?" 

Yun Yiyan put his hands around his chest and really thought about the past things. Then he looked at Su 

Moli and replied. "I don't think so. They've always been waiting for me. " 

"Yun Yiyan!" Su Molly was completely angry. She even felt that Yun Yiyan was deliberately angry with 

herself. "Then you go." 

With that, Su Molly walked back to her office with that bunch of 999 roses. Heart has been very 

uncomfortable, won't you say one or two sweet words? I've been waiting for him for two months. And 

he didn't even have a phone call in the past two months. If it had been for another woman, it would 

have broken up! I'm just a fool waiting like this. So it must be a loss to fall in love with that person first! 

Yun Yiyan smiles and looks at Su Moli's angry back. He walks slowly after her into the office. He saw the 

red roses on the table. Yun Yiyan narrowed his eyes in an instant, "who sent that?" 

Su Mo Li didn't reply to Yun Yiyan and put the bouquet carefully on the sofa. Then go back to your desk 

and sit down. 

Seeing that Su Moli didn't answer herself, Yun Yiyan took a few steps forward. He reached out and 

picked up the small card on the desk. Seeing the name on the card, Yun Yiyan raised his eyebrows. 

There's this Ryan everywhere. He's really haunting. 



When Yun Yiyan just wanted to talk, Yu Guang saw a pile of different gifts, big and small, under the table 

top. It seemed that he had received many gifts. Yes, it seems to be popular. "It turns out that you have 

so many gifts to receive. If you knew that I would not have to spend money to send a bunch of flowers. 

It seems that you have a good life when I'm away 

"Yun Yiyan, what nonsense! These are all from my colleagues, but some of them are from the UK Su 

Molly replied. 

"All right." Yun Yiyan forced himself not to care too much. "You have 15 minutes left." 

"What do you want to do in 15 minutes?" 

"Eat!" Yun Yiyan gives Su Moli a silent expression. "I came as soon as I got off the plane. Well, I haven't 

eaten all day. "Hearing Yun Yiyan's words, Su Moli put down her pen, "you just got off the plane?" 

"Otherwise?" 

Su Moli suddenly felt that she had a bad attitude towards Yun Yiyan. She felt guilty, "I'm sorry, but I can't 

finish it for 15 minutes." 

Yun Yiyan walks to Su Moli's side, he takes a glance, but also looks helpless. "Get up!" 

Su Moli doesn't know what Yun Yiyan wants to do, but she still stands up obediently. When she saw Yun 

Yiyan sit down, Su Moli knew what he was going to do. "Yun Yiyan, are you going to help me 

"In order not to waste time." Yun Yiyan replied, but his eyes have been focused on the document, "pour 

me a glass of water." 

"Oh, I'll go right away." Su Moli immediately goes to the tea room to pour water to Yun Yiyan. 

When Su Moli comes back, she finds that Yun Yiyan has already processed half of those documents. She 

looks at them with her eyes open. "So fast?" 

Yun Yiyan reaches out his hand, and Su Moli immediately understands. She immediately handed the cup 

in her hand to Yun Yiyan. 

Yun Yiyan drank up the water in the cup and handed the empty cup to Su Moli. "I'll make a note at the 

bottom of each file. You'll follow this method tomorrow." 

Su Moli also thought that Yun Yiyan would help her deal with all of them, but she gave her own notes to 

solve the problem. As if feeling Su Moli's dissatisfaction, Yun Yiyan stops. "These things are solved by 

yourself. If it's all me, what are you doing. This way of doing things is very important. " 

"Good!" 

In a short time, Yun Yiyan processed several files of Su Moli. He stood up. "Let's go! Don't all wait 

Without waiting for Su Moli to react, Yun Yiyan takes her hand and leaves. 

Chapter 484 

Yun Yiyan takes Su Moli to the restaurant where everything is arranged. 
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Because she is busy recently, Su Molly has not been here for a while. When Yun Yiyan enters the door, 

Su Moli finds that there are no guests in her restaurant. "How come no one has dinner today?" 

"Because it's chartered today." Yun Yiyan replied. 

Of course, Su Moli certainly won't think that Yun Yiyan said he was the one who chartered the venue! 

When Su Molly was about to say what they were doing here since someone had chartered the venue, 

the lights around her went dark. 

Su Moli is nervous. She reaches out and grabs Yun Yiyan. "What's the matter?" 

Yun Yiyan smiles. "Don't be nervous, it's OK!" 

After a while, Su Molly heard a happy birthday song and someone pushed a big cake out. Su Molly's eyes 

were fixed on everything in front of her. Su Molly saw many people suddenly come out, her heart began 

to accelerate. Although in the dark, Su Molly can still see a lot of people. For the first time, she felt that 

her birthday was such a happy thing. 

She clenched Yun Yiyan's hand. "Are these all prepared by you?" 

"Didn't you say you'd like a surprise?" Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

"What a surprise Su Molly was very moved. 

Seeing the car with the cake pushed in front of her, Su Molly stares at the cake. This cake is very 

delicate, put all kinds of things on it, and all of them are my favorite things. Now they are part of the 

cake. 

"Why are you still in a daze? Make a wish The voice of Yun Yiyan just makes Su Mo Li come back to her 

senses. 

"Oh Su Molly immediately closed her hands, closed her eyes and began to make a wish. Su Molly made 

three wishes. The first one is to hope that the family is safe and secure, and the second is to hope that 

the people around her can be happy. The third and most important thing is to hope that she and Yun 

Yiyan can be together forever! 

After the end of Su Molly's wish, she slowly opened her eyes. She blew hard at the candle and the 

candle went out in an instant. 

At this time, the surrounding applause rang, everyone said to Su Molly happy birthday! Su Moli also 

heard several voices, including Huo Dongyang, Qiao Wei, Xia yueqian, Yun Mu Xin, and Su Weiming. 

When Su Molly heard this, she felt warm in her heart. The 23rd birthday is the happiest birthday she has 

ever had. Su Molly bows to all. "Thank you! I love you 

When all the blessings are finished, Su Moli looks up at Yun Yiyan. "And you? You have nothing to say to 

me? " 

Yun Yiyan immediately replied, "what do you want me to say? I've prepared all this for you. It's very 

good! " 



Su Moli was a little disappointed when she heard Yun Yiyan's words. However, she let him go for the 

sake of sending flowers and preparing for her birthday party. She did not expect Yun Yiyan to say 

anything sweet to him. 

"All right." Su Molly looks like my biggest birthday today, so I don't care about you. 

Seeing Su Moli's appearance, Yun Yiyan also seems to be speechless. He snapped his finger, and the 

lights in the dining room lit up. 

Su Mo Li blinked a little uncomfortably. After she got used to it, Su Mo Li could see the people present 

clearly. She showed a brilliant smile. Thank you 

Then Qiao Wei and Yun Mu Xin both give Su Molly a gift, and Su Mo Li immediately says thank you for 

their gift. After that, Su Weiming also came forward to give Su Moli a gift, "Molly, grow up one year! 

Happy birthday to you 

"Thank you, grandpa!" Su Molly said to Su Weiming. Su Weiming will give Su Moli a suit of clothes 

tomorrow, and this year is no exception. 

Just when Su Moli thought it was here, a man suddenly appeared in Su molli's sight. Su Moli was 

stunned. She couldn't believe what she couldn't see. She slowly looked back at Yun Yiyan and said, "this 

is..." 

"Get over there Yun Yiyan smiles at Su Moli with encouragement in his eyes. 

At this time, the person who appears in front of Su Moli is not others, but her father Su Jianhui. This 

time, Yun Yiyan came back and brought him back. It was a surprise for Su Moli's birthday. 

Su Jianhui had not seen his daughter for several years and was very excited. He had a lot of tears in his 

eyes. His daughter grew up and became so beautiful that she felt relieved. "Jasmine..." 

"Dad Su Moli put down her present and ran back to Su Jianhui. 

Su Jianhui reaches out and hugs Su Moli, still excited. "Molly, you've suffered over the years." 

"Dad, I don't work hard." Su Molly replied. "I've always been fine." 

Su Weiming is also very excited to see his son appear so unexpectedly. He didn't know that Yun Yiyan 

was going to have such a surprise. He thought he would have to wait a while before he could meet. He 

didn't expect the reunion to come so soon. 

Su Weiming also quickly stepped up, "Jianhui!""Dad Su Jianhui looked at Su Weiming and called, "I'm 

back!" 

Su Weiming is also full of tears, reaching for Su Jianhui's arm and nodding repeatedly. "Just come back, 

just come back!" His heart, which had been worried for many years, has finally returned to its place. 

"In the future, our family should work together and work hard together." 

"Good!" Su Weiming nodded. 

Su Jianhui reached out and hugged Su Weiming, "Dad, you've worked hard these years!" 



"It's worth the hard work if you can come back!" Su Weiming said excitedly. 

Watching their family of three holding together, the others were also infected. Yun Yiyan's eyes are also 

a little wet, see their family reunion, before those efforts are worth it. 

Huo Dongyang throws a positive and appreciative eye to Yun Yiyan, and Yun Yiyan smiles. Qiao Wei is 

also happy for Yun Yiyan in his heart. Now he has found his own happiness! I hope that in the future, he 

and Su Molly can move forward hand in hand. 

At this time, Su Jianhui takes Su Moli's hand and walks to Yun Yiyan. "Yi Yan, I want to thank you and 

your brother for your care and help in the past two months!" 

Yun Yiyan did not speak, let alone ask for credit. He just stood there listening to Su Jianhui. "Thank you 

for preparing this birthday party for Molly this time." 

"You are welcome! This is what I should do Yun Yiyan's words seem to be directly addressed to Su Moli. 

Su Jianhui smiles. He puts Su Moli's hand into Yun Yiyan's hand. "My daughter has not been obedient 

since she was a child. She is a bit self willed, but she is kind-hearted and has enthusiasm and drive. I 

used to worry that she wasn't wanted. But... " 

Su Jianhui was too excited to say anything. Su Molly looked at her father and seemed to understand 

what he said. "Dad..." 

Chapter 485 

After su Jianhui stabilized his mood, he continued to look at Yun Yiyan. I can see that his eyes are all 

reluctant to give up. 

It seems that I made a lot of determination to say what I didn't finish just now: "I'll give my baby 

daughter to you today. Please treat her well! She has no mother since she was a child, so sometimes her 

character will be a little bit like a boy. Please bear with this. She was smart and quick to learn. If she 

doesn't do well in the future, please teach her more! " 

Su Molly felt sick when she heard her father's words. "Dad, don't talk about it." 

Yun Yiyan holds Su Moli's hand and nods to Su Jianhui. "I'll be nice to her." 

"That's good!" Su Jianhui was relieved to hear Yun Yiyan's reply. 

Su Molly looks at her father and looks back at Yun Yiyan. "Yun Yiyan, thank you for everything you've 

done for me." 

"Just know." Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

Su Moli heard Yun Yiyan's words and knew that he was a person who was not good at expressing too 

much. However, what Yun Yiyan did today was enough for her to recall for a long time. It was the 

happiest and happiest birthday for her. 

After dinner, others also went back to leave their private time for Yun Yiyan and Su Moli. Knowing that 

they haven't seen each other for such a long time, there must be a lot to say, so the others left first. 
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Yun Yiyan looks at Su Moli with her eye socket beside her. "Are you not going home today?" 

"Don't go back. Today is my birthday. I'm the oldest." Su Moli said to Yun Yiyan with a smile. 

Just now, she had the cheek to follow Yun Yiyan home. Looking at the house where he lived, she seemed 

to have everything, but she was less popular. Yun Yiyan didn't come back for such a long time. When he 

just opened the door and came in, the air was not in circulation. 

Yun Yiyan and Su Moli sit on the couch on the balcony, two nestling together. Su Moli's head rests on 

Yun Yiyan's shoulder, and her hands tightly hold Yun Yiyan, as if worried that she will disappear if she 

does not pay attention to Yun Yiyan. 

"Yun Yiyan, are you going back to America?" Su Moli asked in a low voice. She knew that she would be 

very cruel to do so, but she did not want to be separated from Yun Yiyan. 

"Well, tomorrow." Yun Yiyan replied. 

Hearing such a reply, Su Molly immediately raised her head, her eyes were all reluctant to give up, "so 

fast? You haven't had a good rest 

"I can't help it. There's a shortage of staff at the headquarters." Yun Yiyan said while looking at Su Moli, 

he reached out and gently pinched Su Moli's chin. "You also have to work hard to do a good job." 

Su Moli bit her lip. She had a complaint in her heart, but she didn't dare to say it. So she chose to make 

herself aggrieved and murmured: "when can uncle Qin go to work! Now the whole world is serving him! 

Doesn't he know that someone is suffering from the pain of separation because of him? " 

Cloud Yiyan looks at Su Mo Li like this, in the heart move. With his head down, he kisses Su Molly's 

mouth, and he puts his other hand around her waist. Then Yun Yiyan turns over and presses Su Moli on 

the couch, and he continues to go deeper. 

The evening wind slowly blowing across the balcony, but also for the two to bring a trace of cool. Yun 

Yiyan slowly releases Su Moli with a strange color in his eyes. He doesn't want to scare Su Moli, so he 

chooses to brake in time. 

Su Molly sees that Yun Yiyan is restraining herself. She immediately puts her arm around Yun Yiyan's 

neck and doesn't want him to stop. "You can keep bullying me." 

Yun Yiyan looks at Su Moli's small eyes, and he shows a smile. "I've never been a gentleman, so when I'm 

OK to talk, I'll be obedient and let go of my hand first." 

"Yun Yiyan, don't you think I have no charm? So I didn't touch mine So Molly cares. It seemed that he 

would stop at a critical moment. 

Yun Yiyan originally thought that he was for Su Moli's good, but he still cared when he got to her. 

"What? Can't wait to be my woman 

"Well!" Su Molly nods. "Otherwise I would feel insecure." 

"Fool! I want to be nice to you, but you don't appreciate it. " Yun Yiyan thinks he really doesn't know 

women. 



Su Moli doesn't want to listen to the nonsense of Yun Yiyan. She directly proves it with her actions. Yun 

Yiyan reaches for Su Moli and walks into the room. "Are you sure you can?" 

"I can do it!" Of course, Su Moli won't tell Yun Yiyan that in the past two months, in addition to her 

serious work, she has also studied many tutorials between men and women. Finally, when the 

opportunity comes, she will not allow herself to shrink back. 

Soon, the room came out of the red heart sounds 

The next day. 

When Su Moli wakes up, Yun Yiyan is not nearby. Su Moli grabs the quilt on her body, and Yun Yiyan 

walks away like this. 

Her heart was lost, and she bit her lips. She just wanted to turn over, but found that her body was 

completely out of control, like being run over by a car. It seems that this is the consequence of 

indulgence.Su Moli also blamed Yun Yiyan in her heart. Yesterday, she really didn't have any control. 

Thinking of those pictures that make people's heart beat faster, Su Molly's face seems to be burned by 

fire. Last night, she was brave enough to take the initiative. 

At this point, the door was opened. 

Yun Yiyan walks in. He sees that Su Moli is awake. "Wake up and get up!" 

"You didn't leave?" When Su Molly saw Yun Yiyan, she sat up in surprise and completely forgot that she 

was naked. 

Cloud Yiyan saw Su Moli that surprised appearance, he went over and picked up the prepared 

Nightgown to put on Su Moli. "I'll go out and buy you food." 

Su Moli reached out and hugged Yun Yiyan. "I thought you were gone." 

"Afternoon flight." Yun Yiyan answers, and then reaches for Su Moli to hold it up. "I worked hard on you 

last night." 

"No hard work." Su Molly replied. 

"Don't look at those things in the future." Yun Yiyan said with a smile. In fact, this secret was discovered 

by Yun Yiyan in the morning. Su Molly's mobile phone is set with notes every day. When and what to do 

is clear at a glance. 

After being discovered by Yun Yiyan, Su Moli's face turns red. "I'm afraid I don't have enough 

experience?" 

"Practice makes perfect." Yun Yiyan said with a smile. 

After taking a bath, Su Moli and Yun Yiyan have a breakfast that is not early. "Yunyiyan, I'll take you to 

the airport later." 

"You'd better rest at home. I can go by myself." Yun Yiyan is worried that her body will not hold up. 



"I'm fine. I just want to stay with you a little longer." Su Molly whispered, and opportunity is the place 

where they meet for the first time, so it means something different to her. 

Yun Yiyan can't resist Su Moli, and finally she can only nod her head and promise to let Su Moli follow 

her to the airport. Then they went to the airport hand in hand. 

Chapter 486 

Five years later. 

In the courtyard of a family, the sound of children playing and playing can be heard, and more than one 

child's voice can be heard. 

Approaching, you can clearly hear the voices of children and adults in the yard. In a word, it sounds very 

lively, like a family gathering. 

"Huo yunxun, you are partial!" A sweet voice to remember. 

Huo yunxun looked at the Huo yunnuan who called out loud beside him, "how can I be eccentric?" 

"If you give Qin Zichen anything to drink, don't give it to me." Huo yunnuan complained. 

Huo yunxun really can't take his sister, and then handed her a bottle of juice. "Here you are." 

Huo yunnuan got the juice, his face also showed a smile. "That's about it." 

"Qin Zichen, what are you looking at me for? I know I'm beautiful, but I don't like you staring at me." 

Huo Yun said warmly. 

Qin Zichen quietly took his glass and drank the juice. He didn't want to worry about too much with Huo 

yunnuan. In recent years, every time I met her, she always looked like a big lady, and her temper was 

really not so good. So he was used to it. 

Huo yunxun saw here, also immediately played a big brother's demeanor. "Zichen, you don't have a 

common understanding with my sister." 

"Well!" Qin Zichen nodded. "I will not." 

Brother Xia Yunchen, come here and eat 

Qin Zichen took a piece of cake and handed it to Xia Yunqiao. "Well, here you are." 

"Thank you, brother." Xia Yunqiao smiles at Qin Zichen. 

Huo yunnuan, sitting on one side, is not happy. "Xiao Qiao, you are not allowed to pester Qin Zichen like 

this next time." 

Xia Yunqiao a listen, she blocked the small mouth, "that little aunt? Why are you so bad about brother 

Zichen? " 

"I like it!" 

Huo yunxun feel headache, every time there will always be such a play, "small warm don't bully Xiao 

Qiao." 
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"Uncle, I'm going to tell my uncle." Xia Yunqiao really can't stand this time, so he has to tell Huo 

Dongyang. She knew that Huo yunnuan was most afraid of Huo Dongyang, and only Huo Dongyang 

could cure her in this family. 

Hearing this, Huo yunnuan is also afraid. "Little Joe, what are you talking about! I I bullied Qin Zichen 

"Hum!" Xia Yunqiao is not a vegetarian. She turns and runs to Huo Dongyang. 

Seeing Xia Yunqiao run away, Huo yunnuan immediately gets down from the chair and goes after Xia 

Yunqiao. 

Huo yunnuan into the living room, really see Xia Yunqiao talking to Huo Dongyang, she quickly step up. 

"Dad, don't listen to her nonsense!" 

Huo Dongyang see this headache of the daughter, also really regret that did not listen to Qiao Wei's 

words, has been used to lead to her now like this. He looked at his daughter with a straight face. "Are 

you bullying your brother and sister 

"No Huo yunnuan said, lowering his head. 

Qin Hao sees Huo Dongyang criticizing Huo yunnuan, and he opens his mouth. "Ha ha, I didn't expect 

that boy in my family is so popular! Every time there are women who are jealous about him. " 

As soon as Jian LAN listens, she immediately asks Qin Hao to stop talking. Because she has seen that Huo 

Dongyang's face is not good. 

At this time, Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin just came in and saw such a scene. Xia yueqian saw his daughter 

standing there with a face of grievance. He immediately picked up Xia Yunqiao in his heart. "Who bullied 

my princess?" 

"Dad Xia Yunqiao stretched out his hand and hugged Xia yueqian, "little aunt always gives Zichen elder 

brother's facial expression to see, also very impolite to direct uncle to do things." 

After hearing this, Xia yueqian also looked at Huo yunnuan with his head lowered. No one dares to 

offend the little princess of Huo family. So he didn't have a word to say, but let Huo Dongyang deal with 

it by himself. "Let's go out into the yard and see what's good." 

Cloud Mu Xin sees Xia yueqian that suppress bend appearance, can't help but also show a smile. After 

looking around for a week, she didn't find Yun Yiyan and Su Moli. "Second brother, they haven't arrived 

yet?" 

"They're going on their honeymoon. They'll come back so soon. I'll guess later." Qin Hao replied. 

Yun Yiyan and Su Moli have been together for five years. As a result, they only got married last year and 

took time out to spend their honeymoon this year. It's rare to have the time of two people's world. Of 

course, it won't appear so early. 

At this time, Huo yunxun came in. Although he is only six years old, he also has some shadow of Huo 

Dongyang. "Dad, someone is looking for you outside the yard." 

"Who is it?" Huo Dongyang asked. 



"An adult and a child." 

Hearing Huo yunxun's words, Huo Dongyang stood up and went out to have a look. Qin Hao saw the 

gossip and went out with him. 

Soon, Huo Dongyang looked at an adult and a child just mentioned by Huo yunxun. He walked over and 

felt something was happening. 

Xia yueqian also held his daughter and stood watching. He just felt that the little boy in front of him was 

a little familiar and wanted to see it there. And that little boy's eyes are also staring at Xia Yunqiao. Xia 

Yunqiao seems to feel that cold look in his eyes is a little scared. She turns her head and lies on his 

father's shoulder."You are..." Huo Dongyang opens his mouth. 

The man nodded at Huo Dongyang. "Is this Mr. Huo Dongyang?" 

"I am." Huo Dongyang nods. Huo Dongyang's eyes also fell on the little boy's body, and seemed to have 

a little idea in his heart. 

"Come in and talk about it." 

Because of the unexpected guests, also to this year's party added some mysterious color. Everyone 

looked at the little boy sitting on the sofa. There was a calmness beyond his age in his body. 

Just as the crowd gathered around, Yun Yiyan came back with Su Moli. When he saw what the crowd 

was looking at, he called out. "What are you looking at?" 

Yun Yiyan stepped forward to see him and Su Molly at the airport to see the little boy. "Why are you 

here?" 

"Yes?" Xia yueqian asked. 

"They arrived in city a on the same plane as us." Yun Yiyan replied. Or because the little boy has been 

silent, so Yun Yiyan pays more attention to him. I just didn't expect to see him at home. 

Yun Yiyan's words also let everyone's eyes look at the little boy again, but in the face of such a situation, 

the little boy is still calm and calm. He nodded to everyone, and then the man next to him said, "we 

want to talk to Mr. Huo Dongyang alone." 

"It's so mysterious that we don't know yet?" Qin Hao talks, he always thinks this boy is not simple. 

Huo Dongyang nodded, "yes! Let's go to the study. " 

Thank you The little boy finally said something. 

But the man who followed Huo Dongyang to the study was only the little boy. The man who brought 

him stayed in the living room. 

Qiao Wei knew that they were all guests, so he didn't neglect him. He brought him tea and some food. 

"Thank you, Mrs. Huo." The man bowed his head to Jovi. 

"You're welcome. Have something to eat first! It's been a long time. " Replied Jovi. 



Yun Yiyan stares at the person in front of him, and has too many questions in his mind. I always think 

this person is a little strange. They seem to be here for the purpose. The man quickly looked at the 

upper cloud Yiyan and said, "we have no malice." 

"There is no malice, but you don't mean it." 

The man did not answer, his eyes finally fell on the body of cloud Mu Xin, gently nodded to her. His 

appearance seems to know Yun Mu Xin, which makes Xia yueqian immediately block in front of Yun Mu 

Xin. 

"Who the hell are you?" 

"We are from C City." The man replied. 

This sentence lets cloud Mu Xin and Xia Yue Qian's body all froze. He's a little boy. Who's the son of 

Yuexia?! 

Cloud Mu Xin's heart beat faster, from City C? Is it Tang Yuze's man? Five years later, he finally got the 

news. The mood of cloud Mu Xin is excited, her voice also follows some tremble. "He Is he OK? " 

But the man still did not answer, he just sat quietly, as if waiting for Huo Dongyang's final outcome. 

People who know what's going on are nervous in their hearts, while those who don't know are confused 

and feel like they are guessing riddles. 

In the study. 

Huo Dongyang looked at the little boy sitting in front of him without stage fright. He had some 

appreciation in his eyes. 

"Are you from the Tang family?" Huo Dongyang also said to the point. 

"I'm sorry to disturb you, hobo." The little boy replied, but he did not admit or deny their identity. Then 

he took out a gold business card from his pocket and handed it to Huo Dongyang. "This..." 

Seeing the golden business card, Huo Dongyang's eyes were floating. He reached for the card. This is 

what he gave to Tang Yuze, so this little boy is Tang Yuze's son?! "Tang Yuze asked you to come?" 

"My father gave it to me, but my father is not Tang Yuze." 

Huo Dongyang heard this and thought that at that time, Tang Yuze had disappeared from the world. He 

had seen him at the wedding of Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin five years ago, but later he also checked the 

list of guests present, but he never saw Tang Yuze's name. Huo Dongyang knew that his name was no 

longer Tang Yuze! 

"How is your father now?" 

"My father asked me to come to you with this card, and he said you would help me." The little boy didn't 

answer Huo Dongyang head-on, but said his purpose directly. 

Huo Dongyang is not sure whether the child is Tang Yuze's child or whether he has some relationship 

with Tang Yuze. But since he had brought the card, he had promised that he would keep it today. 



"What do you need to help you with?" Huo Dongyang asked. 

"I want Xia Yunqiao." The little boy said. 

Huo Dongyang a Leng, did not expect to be such a request. "Are you going to take Xia Yunqiao?" 

"Well!" The little boy nodded. 

Everyone watched Huo Dongyang and the little boy come out of the study. Everyone held their breath. 

Among them, Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin are the most nervous."Uncle..." Yun Muxin called, she asked a 

lot of questions, but saw Huo Dongyang shaking his head at himself. 

He took out a chain from his pocket. On the chain was an X. "This is for you." 

Xia Yunqiao saw that glittering chain, she also liked it very much, she said with a smile: "thank you!" 

See Xia Yunqiao smile, the little boy's face also showed some smile. "I'll take it for you." 

"Good!" Xia Yunqiao said with a smile. 

The little boy really looks like a little adult. He takes a necklace for Xia Yunqiao calmly and calmly. "Very 

nice! You have to keep it with you. Don't take it off. " 

"Oh." Xia Yunqiao nodded. 

Huo Dongyang frowned all the way, looking at all this happening in front of him. Are these really fate, 

such a small kind of fate?! 

Yun Muxin and Xia yueqian are also looking at the same time. They know how to give gifts to girls at 

such a young age. It's not love at first sight, right? This is too small! Because their husband and wife feel 

that the boy has a kind of intention to order his own daughter. 

The little boy saw that Xia Yunqiao really liked this necklace and kept holding on to it. He called softly, 

"Xia Yunqiao, remember to wait for me!" 

Finish saying, he quickly in Xia Yunqiao's lips kiss, and then said a name in her ear, but Xia Yunqiao 

children because of a daze did not hear his name. 

In the consternation of all, the little boy and the man left Jiangwan villa. 

When the whole audience was quiet, Huo yunnuan cried out: "that handsome boy has robbed Xiao 

Qiao's first kiss!" 

By the time they react, they have gone too far. 

Xia yueqian comes forward to hold his daughter. "Little Joe, are you all right?" 

"It's OK." 

Su Molly saw the picture just now and said excitedly, "that child has the potential to be a bully 

president. It's so handsome!" 



Huo Dongyang is still motionless, although many people have doubts, but they all resist. Either they 

don't want to spoil the atmosphere of today's party, or they don't want to upset the children. They still 

want to do what they like in previous years. 

After the party, Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin, as well as Yun Yiyan, hurry to the study to find Huo 

Dongyang. 

"All here?" 

"Uncle, is that child from the Tang family?" Yun Muxin asked directly. 

Huo Dongyang nods, this time also did not conceal. "He came to me with the business card I gave Tang 

Yuze to fulfill his promise." 

"What does he want?" Xia yueqian nervously asked, actually saw before that scene, his heart how many 

also had guessed. 

"Little Joe." 

Yun Muxin heard the news, she stepped back a few steps, Xia yueqian quickly helped. "What do they 

want Joe to do?" 

"The little guy said he would marry Little Joe." Huo Dongyang replied. "But he is not a member of the 

Tang family, which we can rest assured of." 

Hearing this, everyone was stunned. Xia yueqian stares at Huo Dongyang. "Did you agree?" 

"Now it's not that I've agreed, it's Joe himself." Huo Dongyang replied. What Huo Dongyang means is 

that Xia Yunqiao just accepted the necklace. 

"What should I do?" Yuexia asked anxiously. 

Huo Dongyang looked at all the people and said, "let it be." 

Yes, now they can only do it as it is. Who can say the future! Or they didn't expect it to be like this, but 

many years later, it was a strange and thrilling love story 

Chapter 487 

"Bridegroom, would you like to marry Ms. Yu Zhiqing as your lawful wife and love her and take care of 

her all your life?" 

In the eyes of the guests full of expectation and blessing, Yu Zhiqing shyly lowered her head, waiting for 

the new husband that sacred three words. 

The bridegroom's face is not in harmony with the atmosphere of the scene, even annoyed. But for his 

mother's body, he would never accept the wedding! 

"Bridegroom, will you Seeing that the bridegroom was not in the state, the MC asked again. 

"He won't!" Just then, the door of the banquet hall was pushed open, and a woman in a white 

cheongsam came unsteadily in spite of the doorman's obstruction, "he didn't want to! Because he will 

only marry me in his life 
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She is very small, but the voice is very loud, such as a bomb dropped into the guests, the scene of an 

uproar, a lot of discussion. 

A middle-aged man with a "bridegroom" brooch on his chest stood up angrily, "get rid of this madman!" 

"No! I'm not going out! Let me go! He said that he only loved me in his life, he said that I would not 

marry! Why? Why do you want to marry someone else now? Say it Xia Yunqiao pushes aside the 

security guard and throws off her high-heeled shoes. She rushes to Tang Yixuan directly. 

Tang Yixuan slightly narrowed his eyes, this woman, he did not know. Why is it here? And he said he was 

going to marry her? 

The woman directly rushed into Tang Yixuan's arms, and the smell of wine came from her body. She held 

his waist tightly, raised her head, and pouted wrongly on her slightly drunk face: "why do you break your 

promise?" 

Until this time, Yu Zhiqing just reacts to come over, his wedding was destroyed! How dare someone hold 

her bridegroom at such a time! Her face was red with anger, but in order to maintain her image as a 

daughter of gold, she could only slightly stamp her foot and look at her father. 

"What do you do with hotel security? Get this woman out of here Yu Zhiqing's father Yu Jianming, who 

was just that middle-aged man, was so angry that the flesh on his face was shaking. 

Tang Yixuan looks at the chaotic scene: angry parents in law, fiancee pretending to be calm, parents full 

of worry and doubt, and guests who are talking about 

Hot big palm close to Xia Yunqiao's waist, Tang Yixuan made an unexpected move for everyone. 

He took Xia Yunqiao, who was already a little drunk, into his arms. "Miss Yu, Mr. and Mrs. Yu, as well as 

my parents and all the guests here, I'm really sorry. This wedding I can't go on. " 

"What?" At last, Yu Zhiqing could not be reserved any more. Tears flowed out in an instant. She looked 

at Tang Yixuan in disbelief and said with a plea, "Yixuan! Let's talk about it after we get married. If she's 

your friend, we'll let her attend our wedding in the guest seat, OK 

"Miss Yu, I'm sorry I can't delay you, because she is pregnant with my baby... " 

"Pa!" Yu Jianming slapped Tang Yixuan in the face, "asshole! Tang Si Nian! You son of a bitch 

"No! I don't believe I don't believe... " In Zhiqing's hands, the flowers "bang!" The ground fell to the 

ground with tears on his face. 

Xia Yunqiao's drunkenness is getting stronger and stronger, and her brain is in a mess. She only feels 

that the man's face in front of her is blurry. She seems to hear him say "child". Subconsciously, she 

touches her stomach and repeats with some doubts: "child?" 

Chapter 488 

However, this action seems to others to be affirming Tang Yixuan's words. Before the couple of Tang 

Sinian came and explained, Yu Jianming angrily grabbed Yu Zhiqing's hand and went out. 

"Tang Si! You don't have to face, I want to face. Today's farce will end by yourself! " 
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Yu Zhiqing is crying and struggling, but she is still taken away by Yu Jianming. 

Tang Sinian stood in front of his son, looked at the woman in his arms, restrained his anger and doubts, 

and asked word by word: "is she really pregnant?" 

"I'm sorry, Dad. I'm sorry to humiliate you." 

Tang Yixuan's mother, Bai Xi, held her husband's arm. She was so angry that she trembled all over her 

body. She only said one sentence in her voice: "Yixuan, you are so angry with your mother!" He fainted. 

"Come on! Take your wife to the hospital 

Then liansan's accident made Tang Sinian, who still wanted to make a mistake and let Xia Yunqiao take 

the place of the bride, gave up his mind. The flourishing wedding ceremony, which attracted the 

attention of the public, became the biggest farce and joke in C City. 

And the author didn't care. 

In full view of the public, Tang Yixuan, like an outsider, left the hotel with Xia Yunqiao in his arms. 

Xia Yunqiao has a hard face on Tang Yixuan's shoulder, the whole person seems to be prostrate. She 

closed her eyes and frowned. 

"Very hard?" Tang Yixuan spoke. Looking at Xia Yunqiao's face, it was obvious that he had drunk a lot of 

wine before he came. Now it's a deep drunken performance. 

"Zifeng, I'm really miserable now. Why do you want to marry another woman? " Xia Yunqiao whispered, 

but he was not awake. 

Hearing this, Tang Yixuan suddenly understood that this woman had come to rob her, but she had 

robbed the wrong person. However, for the sake of saving the rest of her life, he will do his best and 

send her home! 

"Where do you live? I'll take you back. " Tang Yixuan said while calling the assistant. 

"City a...." 

City a? 

Tang Yixuan lost his mind for a moment, and the man was also in city A But, after all these years, she 

should have forgotten him? 

At this time, Xia Yunqiao stretched out his hand and held Tang Yixuan tightly, "Zi Feng, don't leave me!" 

Must she love this man named Zifeng? Otherwise, we won't catch up from city a to city C. And why did 

the man fail her? 

Tang Yixuan originally wanted to put down Xia Yunqiao, think or forget it. I'm afraid she will be unstable 

if she goes on like this? 

At this time, assistant Xu Nan has driven his car to the door of the hotel. 

"Young master!" 



"Go back to the apartment." Tang Yixuan puts Xia Yunqiao in the back seat, and then turns back to his 

steps to go to the co driver. He also sits in the back seat and puts Xia Yunqiao's head on his shoulder. 

"This..." 

Xu Nan a Leng, young master unexpectedly wants to take this strange woman to go back to the 

apartment? He just ran away from his marriage. Things have spread. Tang's family has become a joke in 

city C. if he wants to take this woman back to his private apartment, I don't know what those reporters 

will say 

I'm afraid this matter will let down the shares of down several points! 

"Young master, do you want to think about it again?" 

"Go back! Or are you sure you want to continue standing here and wait for all the reporters to come? " 

Xu Nan had no choice but to start the car. 

He secretly took a glance at Tang Yixuan and didn't understand why he didn't look bad at all, but was still 

very good? He has been his assistant for so long, but he has never seen this woman. Is she really 

pregnant with a young master's child? 

"Xu Nan, you drive seriously, I don't want to die!" Tang Yixuan spoke. 

"Zhi -" an emergency brake, the car almost stopped on the safety white line of traffic lights. 

Chapter 489 

Because of a sudden situation, Xia Yunqiao's body suddenly leans forward, Tang Yixuan's eyes are quick, 

and he immediately hugs her. 

"Xu Nan!" 

Xu Nan said in a low voice: "young master, this can't blame me." Soon, the heart of gossip rose again, 

"young master, is she really pregnant with your child?" 

Tang Yixuan takes a look at Xia Yunqiao. He looks pretty and endurable. But for a man who gets drunk 

and robs his wife, how can he fall in love with such a woman? 

"Are you so casual Realizing that he had been holding her, Tang Yixuan helped her body and let her lean 

against the side of the car door and said, "open steadily." 

"Yes Xu Nan breathed a sigh of relief. He knew that the young master was not a casual person. 

Along the way, Tang Yixuan looks at Xia Yunqiao from time to time. Every time he sees her head 

touching the car door, he can't help but want to help her. Maybe the temperature in the car is too high, 

or she drinks too much. Xia Yunqiao murmurs "heat" and grabs his collar, trying to tear the clasp off the 

collar of his cheongsam. 

Seeing that her white collarbone is about to show, Tang Yixuan sees Xu Nan peeking in the rearview 

mirror, and quickly grabs Xia Yunqiao's hand and arranges her collar. 
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All of a sudden, his eyes fell on the necklace of her neck. Half of the pendant under the necklace was 

revealed. His eyes locked tightly and pulled her collar open! 

Xu Nan immediately avoided his eyes. 

Tang Yixuan couldn't believe to look at the pendant! It's an X! So she was 

Xu Nan is puzzled by Tang Yixuan's capricious behavior. What's wrong with him? I don't want people to 

show their necks for a while, and then I tear off their collars. Are you really bullying her and getting 

drunk 

The next second, Xu Nan was even more surprised to open his eyes. In the rearview mirror, the young 

master held the woman in his arms, with a kind of unspeakable ecstasy on his face. For the first time, if 

he didn't want to drive, he would definitely take this picture with his mobile phone. 

"Young master, you..." 

Tang Yixuan did not answer, just quietly holding Xia Yunqiao. I didn't expect that she would come to C 

City, and suddenly appeared in front of her in such a special way. 

…… 

Back to the apartment. 

Tang Yixuan personally held Xia Yunqiao out of the car, and was so careful, just like holding a treasure. 

Such behavior makes Xu Nan don't understand, this woman is good-looking, the figure is also very good, 

but also not to let the young master so magic barrier? He ruined his wedding with Miss Yu for her sake. 

He had never seen a young master do this to a woman, except that man. 

See Tang Yixuan out of the room, Xu Nan ready to speak, Tang Yixuan first said: "Xu Nan, you go to check 

her information?" 

"She? Is she? " 

"Xia Yunqiao." 

The name Xu Nan is no stranger. 

If there will be a woman in Tang Yixuan's heart to leave a place, then this woman must be Xia Yunqiao. 

Who let this woman since childhood in Tang Yixuan's heart. 

Today's wedding, Tang Yixuan was forced to come over. Or for the sake of his wife and the company, 

Tang Yixuan will not appear at all. Xia Yunxuan has been waiting for this person. 

Xu Nan thought of here suddenly pause for a moment, is that woman just now Xia Yunqiao? 

Xu Nanzhen was surprised and pointed to the direction of the room 

"Go 
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Xu Nan carefully put the information back from the investigation in front of Tang Yixuan. 

"Young master, all the information you need is here." 

Tang Yixuan raised his head, Xu Nan one eye, "look at your expression, is to let me not see this?" 

Xu Nan nodded, "young master, in fact, so many years have passed. You really don't have to hold on. 

With all this time, many things will change. Especially the emotional thing. " 

Tang Yixuan ignored Xu Nan's words and looked down at the information. In fact, from Xia Yunqiao 

today to make such a thing, Tang Yixuan's heart how much has a bottom. But after reading the 

materials, he did not look very good. 

Xu Nan feels Tang Yixuan's hidden anger and dare not speak out. He grew up with Tang Yixuan since he 

was a child. Of course, his temper is very clear. Even what his eyes represent, he knows it like the palm 

of his hand. 

"Where is this Chu Zifeng?" 

Hearing Tang Yixuan's cold cicada like voice, Xu Nan can see that Tang Yixuan really cares about Xia 

Yunqiao and Chu Zifeng. But he didn't dare to report back, "it's on the fifth floor of the Royal Court 

Hotel, where there is another wedding today. Miss Xia, I should have gone to the wrong place today. " 

"You go back first." 

Xu Nan is worried about Tang Yixuan. What happened today is not a trivial matter. "Young master, then 

the lady's side..." 

"I'll explain to them that you don't ask anything." Tang Yixuan waved Xu Nan away. 

After Xu Nan leaves, Tang Yixuan continues to stare at the photos of Xia Yunqiao and Chu Zifeng on the 

materials, telling the truth with jealousy in his heart. Think of her in recent years and Chu Zifeng 

together, even at all to rob relatives, you can see Xia Yunqiao's feelings for him. 

The next second, Tang Yixuan stretched out his hand and tore up their photos, because he felt that it 

was eye-catching! Then, a plan also slowly formed in Tang Yixuan's heart. 

Xia Yunqiao woke up at night. She opened her eyes slowly, her eyes staring at the snow-white ceiling 

with a slow turn. 

"Wake up." 𝞰𝑜𝑽𝐞𝓵𝑢𝓈𝐁.𝒞𝑜𝔪 

Hearing a voice nearby, Xia Yunqiao turned his head. Just saw the strange man sitting next to him, Xia 

Yunqiao bounced up. There was a panic in her eyes. "Who are you?" 

"It seems that you have forgotten what happened today." Tang Yixuan is in a good mood. 

"Today..." 

Xia Yunqiao thought about it, and then some fuzzy fragments slowly emerged in his mind. She went to 

rob, and it seems that she succeeded. 



Wait, there seems to be something wrong. You are Zhang Xiakou Then there was a look of shock! That's 

why I robbed the wrong person?! 

Tang Yixuan nodded with a smile, "yes. You took me away from the wedding, so you're responsible for 

me now 

"No!" Xia Yunqiao quickly shook his head, "I'm sorry, I should have gone to the wrong place today, so..." 

"What? You don't want to? " 

Xia Yunqiao nodded. "Sorry! I was drunk today, so I did a stupid thing. Please don't take it seriously, and 

I already have someone I like. " 

"But I have taken it seriously." Tang Yixuan answered earnestly. "And your robbery may have made the 

headlines." 

Xia Yunqiao a listen is more nervous, she immediately reached out to grasp Tang Yixuan's hand, "I can't 

make headlines! So Dad, they'll know I'm in C City. " 

 


